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drupa 2016:
Four new HELL products
The Kiel-based company is exhibiting
its products under the banner
"High Performance and High Quality"
The leading company for prepress engraving
systems shows four new products at the
drupa 2016.
At the drupa 2016, under the motto
"High Performance and High Quality",
HELL Gravure Systems is presenting many new
developments in the area of engraving machines
and direct laser systems for gravure and flexographic printing. In addition to four (!) new
products, the company's offerings feature upgraded performance in established machines and
facelifts of successful models with interesting
new features.
HELL Gravure Systems will appear at the joint
Heliograph Holding stand in Hall 16/ D10.
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Cellaxy can also be used for the direct lasering of
embossing cylinders. And it far exceeds established milling and laser technologies in terms of
quality, availability and production speed.

World's fastest direct laser
Two new performance packages decisively increase Cellaxy C500 performance
The Cellaxy C500 has proven itself as a highperformance output device for demanding
packaging and embossing cylinders. HELL
Gravure Systems has now further optimized
the C500 for the drupa 2016 with an optional
High Performance Package and a two-beam
version with two 600 W laser sources. If both
packages are used, the C500 is the fastest
direct laser available for gravure printing.

At the drupa 2016, HELL will present two new
performance packages for Cellaxy. The first is
the retrofittable High Performance Package,
which increases productivity by ca. 60-80% compared to the standard machine. The second is a
two-beam version with two laser sources, each
with 600 W, for twice the performance. Both will
be available at the drupa. The two packages can
also be combined, which makes the Cellaxy
C500 the world's fastest direct laser for gravure
applications.

Cellaxy C500, now with two powerful performance packages
The Cellaxy C500 is the high-performance output
device for packaging and embossing cylinders for
demanding jobs. Cellaxy ideally complements the
HelioKlischograph, the global standard output
device for packaging gravure cylinders. The two
applications show their best qualities wherever
high-quality results for flexible packaging, labels,
cigarettes and packaging for cosmetics and
pharmaceuticals are needed. Their specialty?
Each semitone or line form of a cylinder set can
either be lasered with a Cellaxy or engraved with
the HelioKlischograph. In printing, all cylinders
are always guaranteed to fit each other perfectly.
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packaging industry. CellEye is based on volumeoriented measurement of engraved cells and
ensures flawless repeatability of gravure
cylinders.

The new greats in decorative
printing
Innovative K5 Smart XXL and K5000 offer
"CellEye" for large printing widths
"CellEye" has already set standards in
publication and packaging printing.
Now, HELL Gravure Systems applies this
unique calibration procedure for gravure
applications to large working widths like
those in decorative printing.

The new K5 Smart XXL is a member of the
export-oriented HelioKlischograph K5 line and
continues the success of the K5 Smart with even
larger working widths. Equipped with a
HelioSprint 8 kHz engraving system, this system
allows cylinders of over 4m width to be engraved.
The K5000 is the offspring of the
HelioKlischograph K500 line and meant for
cylinder engravers who need both quality and
performance. It is optionally available with one
or two HelioSprint III 12 kHz engraving systems,
which prepares it for future developments in this
area. Its extra-long bed enables engraving of
cylinders with working widths of over 6m, or even
simultaneous engraving of two cylinders with a
length of over 3m respectively. The K5000 is the
world's only engraving machine that offers this
"twin" mode.

Paired evolution: K5 Smart XXL and K5000

At the drupa 2016, HELL will present two new
engraving machines for gravure applications for
large working widths such as those in decorative
printing. Both systems now allow cylinders with
large working widths to be engraved with
"CellEye", the calibration procedure proven
thousands of times over in the publication and
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Curtain up:
It's the fourth-generation K500
HELL presents the new HelioKlischograph
K500 G4 at the drupa 2016
The HelioKlischograph K500 is the world's
most successful engraving machine for
packaging gravure. After further optimization,
HELL Gravure Systems is now presenting
the fourth generation of this equipment at the
drupa 2016.

a new generation of even faster engraving
systems at the drupa 2016. The K500 G4, however, with its integrated SprintEasy measuring
cell, is the greatest innovation. The SprintEasy
determines the current status of the graver before
each engraving process and takes it into account
in the CellEye process. The engraving stylus,
a mechanical tool which is subject to wear, now
becomes a nonstop online controllable factor in
the manufacturing process. In coming years, the
K500 G4 with integrated SprintEasy will substantially contribute to minimizing tolerances in
cylinder engraving.

The new generation: HelioKlischograph K500 G4

By introducing the next generation of the
HelioKlischograph K500, HELL again demonstrates pioneering new engraving technologies.
With over 800 installations, the K500 is the most
successful engraving machine of all times. Since
its launch at the drupa 2000, the K500 has set
standards for the electromechanical engraving of
gravure cylinders against which all other
machines are measured. Twain double-head
engraving in connection with the 12 kHz HelioSprint III engraving system is unmatched – just
like the reproducibility of gravure cylinders featuring the volume-based CellEye cutting procedure.
With the K500 G4 (Generation 4), HELL presents
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Fastest direct laser for
flexographic printing

2400 W, which effectively doubles the previously
attainable performance in this market segment.
For the first time, the working width for flexographic pressure of over 3m enables the advantages of high-resolution direct engraving for
the large printing width segment. If necessary,
the S3000 is available with either one or two
laser sources. Later upgrade is easily possible.

PremiumSetter S3000 for high-resolution
direct engraving of large printing widths
PremiumFlexo technology from HELL
Gravure Systems is your guarantee for pixelperfect direct laser engraving of elastomer
printing forms. While HELL's previous laser
engraving systems, the S1300 and S1700,
were equipped with maximal two engraving
lasers, the new PremiumSetter S3000 has four
laser sources – for twice the performance.

Fastest direct laser for flexographic printing: PremiumSetter
S3000

PremiumFlexo is HELL's technology for pixelperfect direct laser engraving of elastomer printing forms for high-quality flexographic printing as
well as elastomer painting and embossing forms.
The product name stands for an environmentally
friendly two-stage process that saves time and
costs over other manufacturing processes.
HELL is now premiering the PremiumSetter
S3000, the world's fastest direct laser for
flexographic applications. The S3000 has up to
four laser sources with a total performance of
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Practice-hardened
OHIO uses customer experiences to
optimize the Collage Layout System
OHIO Gravure Technologies has upgraded its
globally successful Collage Layout System
for packaging and decorative printing with
fresh ideas. It will be premiered for industry
professionals from May 31 to June 10 at the
drupa 2016 in Dusseldorf. The company’s
software developers have integrated many
practical suggestions from customers into
the product.

Ink volume information: For quite some time, customers have requested the option of determining
the ink volume for a screen printing set in BCM
(billion cubic microns). The Collage System now
calculates the BCM ink volume for a grid and displays it. The volume is based on the size of the full
cell and channel.
Job tagging: A new method for cataloging, sorting
and searching jobs via tags consisting of one or
more words or expressions. The tag “printer1”, for
example, could be allocated to jobs that should be
printed on a certain type of this printer. Tags can
also be based on customer or product names.
Expanded HELL output support: Now, more HELL
output modules are supported, including Extreme
Engraving. All of these modules were added to the
Default Editor and the user settings.
Data entry with integrated calculator: All numeric
fields in the Collage System now allow entry of
simple mathematical equations as well as a number. The result of the equation is then displayed in
the field. If you enter 1.5*25.4, for example, you can
see the result without having to use a separate
calculator. If you want to convert lines/inch to
lines/cm, simply enter 175/2.54.

When you select one or more jobs in the new Collage Layout
System, you now see all tags that have been allocated to
these jobs

The toughest tests of ambitious products take place
on-site at the customer’s enterprise.
This makes it logical to consider experiences and
suggestions of customers during product development. The redesign of Collage Layout, OHIO Gravure Technologies’ globally popular engraving software, has resulted in a number of improvements.
These simplify on-site practices and make workflows much more productive.
Multiple-use workflow: When a fully automatic stepand-repeat image is imported into a collage, selected areas can now be added with gamma, contrast
or hybrid settings. These settings can be automatically copied for each duplicate of the image.

In addition to these central optimizations, OHIO
Gravure Technologies developers have modified
and improved many older functions of the Collage
software. These include a simplified gamma editor
that even lets beginners create gamma curves.
Other new features include an expanded Default
Editor, Archive Manager Automation, GHA with
Hybrid in step-over mode and of course, support for
Windows 10.
To experience these new features live, visit OHIO
at the drupa 2016 (Hall 16, Stand D10). Watch for
more product news from OHIO Gravure Technologies as well.
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Italy’s first Spectrum with Hybrid
Engraving system
New OHIO customer Fotoincisione
Rhodense enthusiastic about technological leap
Company employees were extraordinarily
curious when a container unloaded an
OHIO Gravure Technologies Spectrum at the
venerable factory near Milan at the height
of summer 2015. The experienced cylinder
manufacturer in Rho was very impressed
by the power of the state-of-the-art engraver.
It was the first delivery in Italy of a Spectrum
with the Hybrid Engraving system.

After the Spectrum machine was installed, everyone was amazed at its immense functionality
and performance. The difference between the
Spectrum and the company’s previous equipment
was considerable. After all, it includes the latest
hardware, software and electronics. What OHIO
customers throughout the world particularly
appreciate about the Hybrid Engraving system is
the increased quality of their printing results.
Operating personnel see the Hybrid cylinder as
the ideal solution because no color adjustments
are necessary, thanks to the completely technical
processes.

From right to left: Luigi Garavaglia (CEO and owner of Fotoincisione Rhodense), Alberto Cantamesse (shareholder of
E.T.S. International) and Eric Serenius (OHIO).

In joyful anticipation: Arrival of the Spectrum at the factory.

Fotoincisione Rhodense was founded in Rho
(near Milan) in 1959. The company is renowned
throughout Italy for the manufacture and engraving of cylinders for rotogravure printing.
In mid-2015, CEO Luigi Garavaglia saw an urgent need to finally replace one of the company’s
two aging engravers. He opted for a Spectrum
Packaging made by OHIO Gravure Technologies. The anticipation in Rho was great! All
employees gathered in front of the factory hall to
watch the new engraver being unloaded.

After OHIO experts trained them and gave them
valuable tips for working with the engraving
system, the Fotoincisione Rhodense employees
rapidly began praising the Spectrum’s high technical level. CEO Luigi Garavaglia is more than
satisfied with the expansion of his plant’s capacity. At 8 kHz, the exceptionally fast Spectrum
Vision 3 head enables significantly higher
performance than existing heads.
OHIO is convinced how important it is to visit its
customers at their premises. In addition to maintaining personal contacts, the company finds out
what applications its machinery is used for and
what customers find critical in daily operation.
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Any weaknesses in the operating concept are
quickly revealed and this information flows into
further product optimization. Now, further positive
response from Italy has been received, which of
course delights OHIO Gravure Technologies.
It may well be that this Spectrum with the Hybrid
system is not the last one that will be delivered to
the Mediterranean country.
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Kent Seibel new member of
Gravure Cylinder Society
Fitting appreciation for countless merits
after 36 years at OHIO
“You all know Kent!” President Hubert Metzger began his induction of Kent Seibel into
the honorable Gravure Cylinder Society with
this short and sweet comment. And with good
reason. In his 36 years at OHIO Gravure
Technologies, Seibel has been active in
numerous areas and has impressive contacts
throughout the world.
The Gravure Technical Association and the
Gravure Research Institute founded the Gravure
Cylinder Society in 1981. Each year, the company nominates leading personalities in the branch
who have made excellent or outstanding contributions to the gravure industry. At the GAA
conference in October 2015, Kent Seibel of OHIO
Gravure Technologies was officially inducted into
the society. Seibel has worked in the gravure
industry since being awarded his high school
diploma in 1980. Shortly afterwards, he became
“Employee No. 14” at the company founded by
Lester Buechler, OHIO Electronic Engravers.
He remained true to the company as it went
through a series of owners and names – up to its
present name: OHIO Gravure Technologies.
During his 36 years at OHIO, Seibel collected
experiences in virtually every company area.
He constructed and installed engraving machines
as well as trained machine operators and new
OHIO employees. He conducted seminars with
training software such as DMS, IPW, embedded
software and the Collage Layout System and
wrote the related documentation. Customers
appreciated his application support; engineers

and software developers his application recommendations. Furthermore, Seibel wrote user
documentation and marketing materials.
He gladly demonstrated machines and answered
questions from potential customers. And of
course, OHIO appearances at trade fairs around
the world carry his unique stamp – as will the
drupa 2016. In his 36 years in the business,
Seibel has obviously acquired extensive experience with OHIO machines – from the first model
600s up to the latest automated Spectrum
engravers.
With so many successes, Gravure Cylinder
Society President Hubert Metzger did not bother
to list them all as he inducted Kent Seibel into
the honorable society at the GAA conference.
He said simply: “You all know Kent!” The audience acquitted his presentation with friendly
smiles and great applause.
With this honor, Kent thus joins a series of former
OHIO employees: Lester Buechler (1997), Dave
DiTallo (2004), Dick Dunnington (1992) and Larry
Holden (1997). A complete membership list of the
society is available at www.gaa.org.

Hubert Metzger (Chema technology), President of the Gravure Cylinder Society, congratulates Kent Seibel (right).
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Latest OHIO Spectrum
generation
Spectrum Automated surprises with
different automation levels
OHIO Gravure Technologies looks forward to
introducing its most recent Spectrum engraver to professional audiences at the drupa
2016. Its underlying concept is highly flexible;
it can be equipped for various levels of automation. At the shared Heliograph booth, OHIO
will also present a first: a compact version for
customers who have little space.
At the drupa 2016, OHIO Gravure Technologies
will present the company’s latest Spectrum
engraver: Spectrum Automated. Its highlight?
This new machine can be equipped with various
levels of automation as needed. Depending on
the customer’s infrastructure, automation can be
eliminated, or a production-enhancing semiautomatic equipment package can be used.
The fully automated variant of the new Spectrum
Automated can be perfectly integrated into an
AutoCon production line.
But not only that. At the drupa 2016, OHIO will
premiere a further innovation. The new Spectrum
generation from the Americans includes the
Spectrum Compact engraver, a space-saving
variant designed to match the narrow machine
series made by Heliograph, which has a 1400
mm hollow cylinder. The machine’s small footprint focuses squarely on the Asian market or
customers throughout the world who must
produce small runs on narrow widths.

standard hardware. This leading engraving head
achieves particularly uniform results. Thanks to
the optional Hybrid Engraving system with laserlike quality and the Impact Engraving option for
applications with great engraving depth, the
Vision 3 offers the best value on the market.
At the shared Heliograph Stand (D10 in Hall 16),
interested professional visitors can find out from
Ohio Gravure Technologies how the new generation of Spectrum engravers can increase their
productivity and help them maintain the highest
possible quality.

The new generation of OHIO engraving machines: Spectrum
Automated

Cylinder bearings on the Spectrum Automated engraver

Whether customers choose the new Spectrum
Automated or its compact variant, the high-quality
OHIO Vision 3 engraving head belongs to its
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Newest subsidiary to take on
Heliograph look
At the drupa, Lüscher Technologies AG
will present its new design
Multi!DX 220

Last summer, Lüscher Technologies AG became a 100% subsidiary of the Heliograph
Holding. The date for the Swiss company’s
website relaunch and adoption of Heliograph
Holding CI guidelines has been set: May 1,
2016. Lüscher Technologies AG’s new look
will already be visible at its drupa stand. The
printing form experts will also present exciting new product developments.
The new corporate identity of Lüscher Technologies AG includes not only the adaptation of its
previous company logos to the Heliograph Holding’s colors. In addition, all product brochures as
well as the corporate website are being completely redone. drupa 2016 visitors can get a first
glimpse in Hall 16, Stand C07.
But visitors to the company’s stand will probably
be curious for other reasons. Lüscher Technologies AG will present its new XPose FlexLine
product line with the 330L model (42 x 60-inch
format). Customers and others will be amazed at
the system’s high level of user friendliness. It also
features revolutionary dual optics with 5080/2540
dpi and the unique, patented internal drum system.

Another highlight at the Lüscher Technologies
AG stand will be further developments of its
proven Multi!DX 220. The new all-in-one Multi!DX
320 computer-to-plate system now features a
dynamic auto-focus function that automatically
compensates for material unevenness of up to
0.5 mm during exposure. In addition, the Multi!DX
320 can be equipped with up to 128 laser diodes.
It thus enables even larger screen frame formats
to be processed. Of course, the MultiDX! 320 can
be used to illustrate nearly all possible printing
forms such as rotary screens, book, flexo and
offset printing plates, flat screens as well as copper and magnesium plates. The new Multi!DX
320 is a real all-rounder. With it, Lüscher Technologies AG once again presents a true surprise
for flexographic printing.
The competent team from Lüscher Technologies
AG will be available during the entire drupa –
from May 31 through June 10, 2016. Interested
customers and distributors can look forward to
informative talks.
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K.Walter presents future trends
Exciting innovations and further
developments
At the drupa 2016, K.Walter will again demonstrate its innovative power in gravure cylinder
manufacture. With its new one-component
CuMax GII copper-plating process, SlimLine S
baths and EconoLine copper bath with integrated CuMax GII, the Munich-based company
has many convincing arguments.

are always interesting alternatives. The spacesaving variant is specially designed for hollow
cylinders. Preparation baths as well as chrome
and copper or zinc baths are available.
The copper tank of the SlimLine S system is now
additionally equipped with the “Integrated CuMax
GII” option. The same applies to the EconoLine
copper baths. Space-saving, high functionality as
well as the advantages of CuMax GII distinguish
this further development.
Last but not least, every stand visitor can test the
latest measuring technology to their heart’s content. Under the motto “Made to Measure”, interested visitors will have extensive access to the
range of K.Walter’s current measuring devices.

AUTOCON LINE 60

At the joint Heliograph stand in Hall 16 / D10,
K.Walter will once again present numerous
innovations in galvanics and measurement
devices. The new one-component CuMax GII
copper-plating process is already attracting great
interest. It represents the next stage of the globally regarded K.Walter CuMax technology. Basics
such as high coating speed and smoother copper
deposition than usual have been supplemented
by further pioneering features. Significant savings
for hardening additives and a chloride-free
electrolyte make the new CuMax GII technology
even more attractive.
The amalgamation of the new CuMax GII
technology with K.Walter copper baths will also
be presented at the drupa 2016. As with the
SlimLine S baths: these high-immersion tanks
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Mega-Event for MEGA line

Plate-Making Group. Founded in 1984, the internationally active corporate group is the world’s
largest gravure printing cylinder manufacturer,
with over 9,000 employees and approximately
1,000 engraving machines in over 100 branches.

New, modern AUTOCON line starts
in China
On March 21, 2016, a large-scale ceremony
with many highlights was held at Shanghai
Yuncheng Plate-Making Co., Ltd. to inaugurate the new MEGA AUTOCON line from
Heliograph. The ceremony immediately
preceded the opening of the 2016 Gravure
Printing Industry Development Forum for the
illustrious audience of experts.

… and cutting the rope

The inauguration ceremony …

With a company visit and guided tour of the
running lines, photo sessions, information stands,
business meetings, an impressive drumming
concert, official speeches and ribbon-cutting –
the Chinese gravure cylinder manufacturer
Shanghai Yuncheng Plate-Making Co., Ltd.
transformed the official production start of its new
MEGA automatic line from the Heliograph Holding into a remarkable mega-event. Over 300
guests from 170 companies – primarily leading
gravure printers and suppliers – as well as government representatives witnessed how the
Shanghai business thus became the most modern and productive site of the Shanxi Yuncheng

Mr. Liu KeLi (Chairman of Yuncheng Group), Mr. Max Rid
(Chairman of Heliograph Holding)

The new MEGA AUTOCON line combines innovations from almost all companies of the Heliograph Holding: K.Walter, Daetwyler Graphics,
HELL Gravure Systems and Bauer. The prominent efficiency and quality of the line as well as
its highly innovative maintenance and safety
concept stirred up expectations far in advance. It
is the first fully automatic, electromechanical engraving cylinder production in China.
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Optional security areas with security locking
system

that reduce production interruptions.

(From left to right) Robert Albrecht (Daetwyler Graphics),
Manuel Sommerfeld (K.Walter), Yang Junhong (Vice General
Manager Yuncheng Group), Joel Cheng (Director Hell Technologies (China) Co., Ltd.), Dr. Jörg Pohé (HELL Gravure
Systems), Li Chunhu (General Manager Shanghai Yuncheng Plate-Making Co., Ltd.), Max Rid (Heliograph Holding),
Liu Tiejun (Sales Director Hell Gravure Technologies (Beijing)
Co.,Ltd), Han Bojun (HELL Gravure Systems)

With the publicly celebrated production start,
the technically savvy guests could watch the
announced performance of the new, groundbreaking MEGA line live. It was immediately
obvious that for the entire process, the automatic
line required only one to two operators per shift.
This aspect, as well as the 2-crane operation,
optimized programming and perfectly coordinated
processes underline the high efficiency of the
automatic line. It also scores with intelligent
concepts for faster finishing and inline quality
control. With a footprint of 57 x 6.3 m, the line
provides the highest packing density per square
meter. Very convincing performance.
The automatic line’s completely new maintenance and safety concept also caused quite
a stir. Its features include:


Free access to the back of the machine for
simplified additional dosing and fast filter
replacement



Safety doors on the front between the
machines for any necessary maintenance

Section of the new AUTOCON line with the new SlimLine S
machines ...

...and the brand-new safety system

In its first days of operation, the new line has
produced approx. 90 cylinders per day. It is
designed for full production of 115 cylinders.
Inauguration guests could already see the results
for themselves at the evening banquet. Some of
the photos taken during the opening ceremony in
the morning were engraved and printed the same
day and presented as print samples in a personalized photo book. The great idea was well
received.
After the pleasure of the inauguration ceremony,
highest concentration was again in demand.
The 2016 Gravure Printing Industry Development
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Forum began on the same afternoon with
informative presentations and lectures. The core
of the forum was a pioneering symposium covering innovation, environmental protection and
industry 4.0, also called “Smart Factory”.
The installation of the MEGA AUTOCON line is
certainly a first successful contribution to this.

The new WEGA crane from BAUER in action
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Process Lounge Meeting Point
K.Walter invites visitors to discuss
current topics in process technology and
automation
K.Walter, the specialist for galvanics, process
technology and automation welcomes this
year’s drupa visitors to join them in a stimulating atmosphere. The innovative Process
Lounge offers experts exciting new information and a lively place to exchange views
on current developments such as new copper-plating processes or much discussed
industry topics such as chrome authorization.

Copper Direct Laser Structuring

The specially designed Process Lounge at the
Heliograph joint stand in Hall 16 / D10 is the
meeting point to talk with experts about trendsetting topics in process technology or automation as well as about innovations in copperplating processes. News and trends in chrome
plating, zinc and aluminum pretreatment will be
just as much in focus as facts on post-treatment
processes for laser engraving, embossing rollers
and embossing. As is well known, the latter area
is becoming increasingly important.

Zinc Direct Laser Structuring

Because K.Walter is the Heliograph Holding’s
competence center for automation, visitors to the
process lounge can also find out everything on
the latest standards and future-oriented views in
this area. Don’t miss the presentation of the fully
automated AUTOCON line concepts, whose new
security concept makes them even more efficient.
Another area of the process lounge will be devoted to explaining all about consumables and
chemicals to trade visitors. Among other things,
new products for the different processes as well
as consumables for surface processing will be
presented. Visitors and customers can also find
out about the new focus of the respective Heliograph competence centers for consumables and
chemistry, Daetwyler Graphics and K.Walter.
Visitors will also have many opportunities to
contribute to discussions on current topics.
The much discussed issue of “chrome authorization” will certainly be at the top of many lists.
At K.Walter, everyone is already looking forward
to the many stimulating discussions they will be
holding in a pleasant atmosphere.
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Heliograph focuses its
competencies

customer will be the part number.
DG Cupro Hard: In the future, this product will be
sold by K.Walter. Here too, only the article number will change. More information on products
and their new article numbers will soon be available from your personal company representative.

Daetwyler and K.Walter split up
consumables
For historical reasons, the consumables
portfolios of two Heliograph Holding companies Daetwyler Graphics and K.Walter have
previously included some overlap. Now,
processes and customer service are being
optimized. From mid-year on, sales and support of consumables will be handled analog
to the companies’ machinery competencies.
Clear: K.Walter, as the competence center for
galvanics, will assume complete responsibility for
the delivery, sales and service of all products
used in galvanic processes. Daetwyler Graphics,
as the competence center for surface processing,
will be responsible for all consumables in this
area.
The customer will be the major beneficiary of this
restructuring. By focusing on their respective
expertise, each of the two companies will be
better able to concentrate its forces and profit
from higher potential in product development
and research. Service processes will also be
improved due to the separation. Altogether,
customers can look forward to clearer responsibilities, clearer contact partners and clearer
supply chains in the respective areas.
Of course, customers will receive the usual high
product quality they expect from K.Walter and
Daetwyler Graphics, even if the supply chain has
changed. Example: KWJ 3000 stones from
K.Walter will be available from Daetwyler
Graphics in the future. The only change for the
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drupa:
Three Daetwyler premieres
Exciting innovations from the Swiss
cylinder surface processing experts
Daetwyler Graphics will again set standards
at the drupa 2016 with new surfaceprocessing technologies for rotating
cylinders. Three premieres in particular will
attract attention: the upgraded CFM P and
the smaller CFM Econo version as well as the
new FINISHSTAR Slimline S series for common Heliograph automatic cylinder lines.
Using the "Surface Technology At Its Best"
theme, Daetwyler Graphics is exhibiting quality
and process speed at the drupa 2016, all “Made
in Switzerland”. The further enhanced CFM P –
the Swiss company’s flagship for high-precision
turning, grinding and polishing of gravure cylinders – now features various new functions.
These increase the customer’s daily quality and
productivity even more – for example with built-in
diameter measurement, which guarantees the
desired setpoint and provides even more automation and operator convenience. In addition,
alternative grinding and polishing technologies
enable more homogeneous surfaces and faster
processing.
The little brother of the CFM P – the CFM Econo
version – will also premiere at Daetwyler’s drupa
stand. It now presents itself in a new, even more
attractive outfit. And its efficiency and reliability
were increased to the same extent as its big
brother’s. This makes the CFM Econo a costeffective alternative to entry in the manual
gravure cylinder production environment.

Daetwyler Graphics will also provide professional
audiences with a further highlight. The company
is presenting its grinding and polishing machine,
the FINISHSTAR Slimline S 1410, at the European drupa for the first time. This is the latest
generation of a machine type designed for integration into fully automatic gravure cylinder production lines for hollow cylinders with face
lengths of up to 1,400 mm and max. 150 kg.
The FINISHSTAR Slimline S 1410 delivers
optimally adapted process times that guarantee
a high throughput. It also scores with compact,
space-saving design and is thus an ideal component for the automatic approach of the future as
defined by Heliograph Holding companies.
Trade visitors can find out more about the optimized product range of Daetwyler Graphics at
booth D10 in Hall 16 during the drupa 2016
(05/31 – 06/10/2016).

The new CFM P ...

and the new FINISHSTAR
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POLISHMASTER – 40 years of
success
Additional modules and regrinding
increase service life
40 years ago, Daetwyler Industries introduced
its POLISHMASTER, designed for the most
sophisticated polishing and milling demands
on the market. The machine remains popular
throughout the world due to its continual
advances. One reason for this is the extremely high quality of the machining tools, which
can be maintained through special services
such as regrinding.
An important step in cylinder manufacture is processing the copper surface after the copper bath.
To achieve the smallest tolerance deviations and
greatest surface uniformity of the cylinder,
Daetwyler Industries has developed a polishing
and milling machine for the highest requirements.
Their success shows how right the Swiss company’s approach is. After its launch over 40 years
ago, more than 750 machines have been purchased by cylinder manufacturing companies
worldwide.

customers benefit from the expected high grinding standard and exceptional value for the money. Regrinding automatically extends the service
life of the milling tools thanks to gentle processing of diamonds by recognized experts.
Another possibility for decisively extending the
service life of the POLISHMASTER is retrofitting
the modules I to V. Especially when older
machine series are used, conversion of these
modules upgrades equipment to state-of-the-art
polishing and milling technology.
Representatives from Daetwyler’s network
of branch offices would be happy to answer all
questions related to products and services.

Fine cutting cassette

The high accuracy of the POLISHMASTER is
not only due to its extremely high manufacturing
standard. Its machining tools must also meet very
high requirements. To guarantee this, the roughcutters, the fine cutter-cassettes and side millers
with R3 and R5 radii are subject to very strict
quality checks before delivery to customers.

Pre-miller

To maintain the excellent quality level of the machining tools over time, Daetwyler Industries
offers customers a regrinding service. Whether
or not they need a test log for the reground miller,

Side miller
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Daetwyler in Heliograph look
Daetwyler Graphics premieres its new
Heliograph logo at the drupa
After six successful years in the Heliograph
Holding family, Daetwyler Graphics wants to
visually emphasizing this close relationship
with a logo that perfectly meshes with the
Heliograph Corporate Identity. Moreover,
the new logo symbolizes the Swiss company's high process expertise and its 73 years
of exceptional history. A strong logo that is
even stronger now.

developed in 1983. This was followed by
spectacular developments in the printing industry,
resulting in the inclusion of Daetwyler Graphics in
the Heliograph Holding in 2009. This was another
milestone for the future of this special Swiss
company.
Each of the 22 subsidiaries of the Heliograph
Holding has its own specific focus in the manufacture of rotogravure cylinders. This is shown
by the various competence centers such as
Daetwyler Graphics, which concentrates on
surface finishing. In this area, Daetwyler has
developed innovative solutions for the printing
industry right from the start, together with international customers.

Now visually a member of the Heliograph family: Daetwyler
Graphics with its new logo

Daetwyler always had its sights on the stars.
Founded by Max Daetwyler in 1943 in Dietikon
near Zurich, the company's roots are in the aircraft industry. It wasn't until the mid-1970s that
the company set its first accents in the printing
industry with development of time-controlled
etching machines, and later with Doctor Blades.
The Swiss engineers finally won a reputation for
the highest quality and precision in mechanical
engineering with their Polishmaster, which they
developed in the 1980s. Parallel to this, aviation
continued to play an important role. The company
celebrated the maiden flight of the proprietary
Swiss Trainer two-seater propeller aircraft,

Under the Heliograph umbrella, processes as
well as machine ergonomics and appearances
have been greatly coordinated with each other
and optimized. Today, Finishstar and the copper
tank in the SlimLine S 1410 automatic line can
hardly be distinguished. The processing companies K.Walter, Bauer and Daetwyler Graphics
have thus decided to harmonize their naming,
fonts and logos. Like Bauer, Daetwyler Graphics
is going even a step further and mapping its process expertise symbolically in its logo. How well
Daetwyler Graphics' look fits into the new Heliograph appearance can be reviewed by the professional world at the joint drupa 2016 stand in
Hall 16/ D10.
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Autonomous cylinder polishers
for automatic lines
The FINISHSTAR Slimline S 1410 is an
integral element of the Heliograph
Slimline S 1410 project
Fully automatic, high-performance production
of hollow gravure cylinders for flexible packaging: This is precisely what the Heliograph
Slimline S 1410 is made for. The Daetwyler
Graphics FINISHSTAR Slimline S 1410 polishing machine fits perfectly into this successful
production concept and convinces with
special features and functions.

machine fully automatically by a cone clamping
system. The machine is operated via an intuitive
touchscreen display and it features easymaintenance construction. A service hatch allows
simple belt changes, for example, and back-toback installation is easily possible. Cylinder
cleaning and drying is done very effectively by an
automatic squeegee; the automatic central lubrication system also reduces maintenance effort.
The stainless steel machine housing and working
tank have a long service life and the automatic
keyway cover ensures that no grinding water gets
into the interior of the cylinder.
To guarantee optimal production processes with
maximal output for customers who make flexible
packaging, Daetwyler Graphics offers this fully
automatic polishing machine either as a 1-head
chrome polisher or a 3-head copper polisher.
Daetwyler Graphics’ FINISHSTAR Slimline S
1410 features a sophisticated all-round machine
concept with intuitive operation, minimal space
requirements and low maintenance requirements.

FINISHSTAR Slimline S 1410

The compact, economical design of the
FINISHSTAR Slimline S 1410 is specifically oriented to the Slimline S manufacturing process,
as its minimal space requirements and high
degree of automation show. Daetwyler Graphics’
proven pneumatic polishing units also guarantee
homogeneous and wear-resistant copper and
chrome surfaces for hollow cylinders.
The FINISHSTAR Slimline S 1410 is characterized by simple, ergonomic operation and maintenance. Cylinders are clamped in the polishing
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Product Portfolio













Compact design for seamless integration into the Slimline S system
Designed exclusively for automatic operation
Pinole clamping system with cones (direct)
Proven pneumatic infeed of polishing
units
Automatic squeegee for cylinder cleaning and drying
Automatic central lubrication
Stainless steel machine housing and
working tank
Touchscreen display with selectable
operating side (left/right)
Maintenance-friendly design (service
hatch for belt change etc.)
Back-to-back installation possible

Performance data
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World’s fastest polishing machine
Just over a year after its introduction, the
FINISHSTAR P 1610 is setting worldwide
standards
The modular FINISHSTAR P 1610 polishing
machine processes copper and/or chrome
surfaces of gravure cylinders with utmost
precision. Customers all over the world are
delighted. After approximately one year, 20 of
these machines are serving users reliably in
14 countries. But there’s more. Its highly convincing figures have made the FINISHSTAR P
1610 the industry benchmark.

In addition to its great reliability, customers particularly appreciate the simple, intuitive operation
of the FINISHSTAR P 1610. Its parameters can
be selected as needed and it easily meets diverse process requirements. The standard polishing programs for different degrees of roughness are especially praised by customers. The
high-quality polishing stones in the HelioGrind
series guarantee excellent grinding performance.
Faster process times, lower maintenance costs
and easier cleaning are further important optimizations that score points for the FINISHSTAR P
1610 series, which is currently doing its job for
customers in 14 countries.
Daetwyler Graphics engineers put great effort
into tightening up process times. The new, faster
drive can accelerate the polishing carriage to 30
m/min. This massively reduces secondary process times as well as the polishing times for the
defined cross-hatch – which remain freely selectable within a range of 30 to 80°. To take a
closer look at the world’s fastest polishing machine, the FINISHSTAR P 1610, you are welcome to visit the Daetwyler Graphics plant in
Bleienbach, Switzerland.

FINISHSTAR P 1610

The FINISHSTAR P 1610 is the result of continual advances and many years of practical experience. Due to this, the modular polishing machine
quickly met all expectations. Both in automatic
lines as well as in manual environments, the FINISHSTAR P 1610 ensures homogeneous and
highly stable copper and chrome gravure cylinder
surfaces.
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the storage system inside the external line
dimensions of the AUTOCON-S-Line.

The new S-Class

Interested drupa visitors can learn more from
Bauer Logistik-Systeme from May 31 to June 10,
2016 at the joint Heliograph Holding stand.

Bauer presents very compact INLINE
storage for 40 cylinders: MODULO-S
Under the MODULO brand, Bauer’s global
transport and storage experts are developing
increasingly variable solutions for the decorative and packaging printing industry. At drupa
2016, Bauer will show its very compact storage system for small-format cylinders:
MODULO-S – which requires remarkably little
space.
Bauer Logistik-Systeme has had great global
success with its INLINE high rack inline storage
system. The company has now developed the
compact, modular MODULO storage system to
better and more flexibly serve the needs of decorative and packaging industry who need spacesaving production lines. Visitors can now examine the completely redesigned MODULO-S at the
drupa 2016. It is highly compact and fits smallformat cylinders with overall lengths of maximum
1,600 mm and circumferences of 450 to 1,000
mm. Thanks to its modular cube concept, the
MODULO-S+ variant can even be scaled for
cylinders with overall lengths of up to 2,350 mm.
It is quickly apparent that Bauer engineers have
optimized MODULO-S in yet another important
point. This compact storage system now holds
40 cylinders – but has very low space requirements: only 16 m². This is equivalent to 0.4 m²
per cylinder. Other new and exciting features of
MODULO-S include an innovative drawer movement via a motor-driven beam and efficient identification of “occupied” shelf space. Another crucial
advantage: MODULO-S now allows installation of

The new, highly compact MODULO-S storage system

The motor-driven beam of the MODULO-S
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New AUTOCON transport
solution
Bauer has developed the WEGA cylinder
transport system specially for automatic
lines
For years, global customers have associated
GEMINI with effective cylinder transport from
Bauer Logistik-Systeme. The increasing
market shift towards the decorative and
packaging industry motivated Bauer to develop a flexible solution for compact automatic
lines. Industry professionals can see for
themselves with presentation of the WEGA-S
variable transport system at the drupa 2016.

The new WEGA S cylinder transport system for automatic
lines

In different variants, GEMINI – which features
specific crane tracks – is the company’s flagship
for successful transport of cylinders weighing up
to 500 kg. Its roots, of course, lie in publication
printing. But the worldwide successful manufacturer of transport systems for printing and industry has long set its sights on the decorative and
packaging industry. Engineers at Bauer LogistikSysteme thus began thinking about cylinder
transport in automatic lines used in this area. The
result is WEGA, a variable system that responds
flexibly to the respective market requirements in
decorative and packaging gravure printing.
For the first time, the WEGA-S variant will be on
display at the drupa. Bauer developed this basic
construction for the automatic AUTOCON-S line.
It is aimed at markets that primarily use hollow
cylinders with a total length of up to 1,400 mm
and a maximum weight of 200 kg. Its advantage
is that such a small cylinder-compliant system
can be constructed and built with a reduced
weight. Professionals visitors can now see for
themselves at the joint Heliograph booth in Hall
16 / D10. At the same time, the WEGA-S
transport system has already been in daily,
successful use by one customer since March.
In addition to its basic construction, WEGA-S
scores with further convincing components such
as a self-centering cylinder intake system using
pins. This technological innovation gives the
system a higher tolerance for parallelism with the
center line and in terms of how accurately the
cylinder must be placed into the line. On the
other hand, greater integration of the controller
into the line-master additionally guarantees that
WEGA works smoothly in the AUTOCON Line.
Bauer is currently working on the next development level of WEGA: WEGA S+ for cylinders with
face lengths of up to 1,600 mm and total lengths
of up to 2,350 mm.
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